
Daily Recitation

..................... .......................

 
Throughout the Month in the DAY

 

 

Dua'a No. 1 Dua'a No. 2

Dua'a No. 1

In the name of Allah,  

The Beneficent, The Merciful

O Allah this is the month of Ramazan in which Thou revealed the 

Quran, a guidance for the mankind, with evident demonstration 

and clear proofs leading to the Right Path, which also teach to 

distinguish between good and evil. This is the month to keep fast, 

this is the month to act, this is the month to attend to religious 

duties, this is the month to turn repentant to Allah, this is the 

month to get forgiveness and mercy, this is the month to be set 

free from the flames of the Fire and to take possession of the 

Paradise, this is the month in which the "Night of Qadr" occurs 

which is better than a thousand months. O Allah send blessings on 

Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, and help me to 

keep fast and act rightly in this month; keep it sound and safe for 

me and keep me in perfect condition for it; help me with Thy most 

reliable support for carrying out its obligations and in this month 

let me become reconciled to Thy obedience and to the obedience 

of Thy Messenger and Thy dearest friends, blessings of Allah be on 

them, let me have enough time to carefully worship Thee, pray 
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unto Thee and recite the verses of Thy Book. Multiply Thy 

blessings, look after my welfare, keep me fit and well, give me 

enough means of livelihood, let my efforts bear fruit, accept my 

prayers and let my hopes come true, in this month. O Allah send 

blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, and 

let go lethargy, negligence, weariness, relaxedness, roughness, 

forgetfulness, thoughtlessness, susceptibility to distraction, 

weakness, anxieties, sorrows, stupidity, diseases, faults and 

mistakes, in this month. Also keep away from me evil, 

shamelessness, misery, misfortunes, troubles and pains, verily 

Thou hears prayers. O Allah send blessings on Muhammad and on 

the children of Muhammad, and in this month shield me from the 

danger of the accursed devil and his sting, slander, devilry, airs, 

diabolical suggestions, delaying tactics, obstinacy, cunning, traps, 

deceit, fancies, seductions, mischief, confusion, and keep me aloof 

from his party, disciples, followers, friends, comrades, and 

schemes. O Allah send blessings on Muhammad and on the 

children of Muhammad, and in this month give us strength to keep 

fast and act piously. Let hopes reach completion and stay as such 

permanently, bring to perfection that which obtains Thy approval 

for me-self-control, discipline, faith and belief, thereupon let them 

yield to me multiplying frequently – a great reward it is; O Lord of 

the worlds. O Allah send blessings on Muhammad and on the 

children of Muhammad, give in answer to my request – a chance 

to perform Hajj and Umrah, ability to make effort, to grow strong, 

to be in readiness, to attend to duties, to repent, to seek (Thy) 

nearness, to adopt popular good, to call fervently on Thee, to 

devote myself to Thee, to solicit humbly, to submissive to be Thy 

servant, to have sincere intention, to possess truthful tongue, to 

stand in awe of Thy majesty, to rely upon Thee for fulfilment of 
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hopes, and to have confidence in Thee, to lean on Thee, to abstain 

from the unlawful, to speak politely, to do that which is allowed, to 

act in a manner which pleases Thee, to invoke Thee for acceptance 

of demands, please do not put a barrier between me and things I 

have mentioned to stop them from becoming a reality; nor 

obscurity, nor sadness, nor dejection, nor weakness, nor 

forgetfulness, nor delirium but bind me by contract of sobligations 

and make me stick to it for Thee, in Thy way, make available for 

me concessions Thou has a right to allow, and fulfil Thy promise 

and undertaking through Thy mercy, O the Most Merciful. O Allah 

send blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, 

and in this month allot for me the best that which Thou distributes 

among Thy good servants, grant me the best that Thou gives as a 

gift to Thy dearest friends from the boundless reservoir of Thy 

mercy, indulgence, compassion, approval, pardon, everlasting 

tolerance, welfare, amnesty, freedom from the Fire, sanctuary of 

the Paradise, and good of this world and the Hereafter. O Allah 

send blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, 

and in this month let my prayers reach Thee, let Thy mercy and 

good obtain access to me by friendless, let my good deeds get Thy 

approval, let my efforts be acknowledged, let my sins be forgiven, 

so that I may win my share frequently in large quantity. O Allah 

send blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, 

and in this month particularly choose for me the best 

circumstances during the "Night of Qadr", Thou likes to provide for 

every one of Thy friends, and which, in Thy estimation are most 

agreeable, after that make this night for me really more auspicious 

than a thousand months. Give me the best means of livelihood 

that Thou might have given to any one, and which has reached 
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him or her safely in good condition. Be kind, set me free from the 

danger of hell and keep me away from its flames, and count me 

among the fortunate who shall obtain Thy pleasure and protection, 

O the Most merciful. O Allah send blessings on Muhammad and on 

the children of Muhammad, and in this month prepare me to make 

efforts, to search, to be fit, to be in high spirits, alert and agile, for 

doing that which Thou loves and likes. O Allah, the Lord of 

daybreak and comforting nights, the Lord of the month of 

Ramazan and of what has been revealed in the Quran in this 

month, the Lord of Jabraeel, Meekaaeel, Israafeel, Izraaeel and of 

all the Angels, the Lord of Ibraaheem Ismaaae’el, Ishaaq, 

Yaa’qoob, the Lord of Mosa, E’esaa and all the Messengers and 

Prophets, and the Lord of Muhammad, the the Last Prophet, Thy 

blessings be on him and all of them. I beseech Thee in the name 

of Thy claim over them and in the name of their privileges Thou 

gave them, and in the name of Thy exclusive right (when Thou has 

blessed him and his children and all of them, and has treated me 

mercifully) to bless and satisfy me – a blessing that may not be 

revoked ever after. And give me all that I have asked for as a gift, 

keep alive my longing, fulfil my desires, strengthen my will and 

intention. Keep away from me that which is horrid and loathsome, 

frightening and dangerous, but keep me linked with that which 

does not threaten me. Away from family, possession, brothers and 

children, O Allah, unto Thee we come fleeing from our sins, so take 

us, the repentants, in under Thy shelter. Let us who ask for 

forgiveness be forgiven. Cover us, the seekers of refuge, with 

protection. Let us who pray for safety be granted asylum. We, 

submissive, deserve recompense. Do not let terror seize us. We 

long for peaceful sanctuary. We ask for rescue. Give to us this as a 

gift. Verily Thou gives favourable answer to the cry of help. Thou 
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art close at hand. Thou gives positive answer. O Allah Thou art my 

Lord. I am Thy servant. It is the prerogative of a servant to make 

a request to his Lord. Thy servants do not turn to any one, like 

they do in Thy case, to ask for kindness and generosity. O the Last 

court of appeal for lodging complaints! O the ultimate hope of 

those who desire satisfaction of wants and needs! O He Who 

comes to help those who cry out for help! O He Who gives answer 

to the prayers of the needy! O He Who gives asylum to those who 

seek refuge! O He Who brings assistance to those who call Him for 

help! O He Who looks after the weak! O He Who unties the 

tightening rope of grief twisting around those who are in pain and 

agony! O He Who dispels the clouds of sorrows from over the 

heads of those who are surrounded by anguish! O He Who shall 

save from the anguish of the "Great event"! O Allah! O Beneficent! 

O Merciful! O the Most Merciful! Send blessings on Muhammad and 

on the children of Muhammad, and overlook my transgressions, 

faults, abominations, ignorance, offences and violations with which 

I corrupt my soul, and give me means of livelihood from Thy store 

of bounties and mercy because no one has access to it other than 

Thee, forgive me and pardon me for all the past sins and keep a 

watch over me for the rest of my life so that I may not fall a victim 

again. Lay Thy protective covering over me, and over my parents, 

children, relatives and friends, and over those, from among the 

faithful men and faithful women, who made efforts in my cause, in 

this world and in the Hereafter. It is all because of Thee. Thy 

protective covering is all-embracing. So do not disappoint me O My 

Master, do not reject my request, do not let me be seized by the 

throat (die) unless that which I have asked for is accepted and put 

into effect, multiplied and augmented though Thy super 

abundance, because verily Thou art able to do all things. We call 
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humbly and fervently upon Thee. O Allah all Thy names are 

beautiful, Thy allegorical attributes are sublime, greatest, and 

matchless. I beseech Thee is Thy name "Bismillaahir Rah’maanir 

Rah’eem", (if Thou has decided that in this night (Qadr) the Angels 

and the Spirit descend therein) to send blessings on Muhammad, 

and include my name among those who are blessed, and my best 

blessing would be to be with those who strived in Thy way and 

testified Thy truth with blood. For me the best favour would be a 

place at the summit, and forgiveness of my sins. Give me the gift 

of belief, which will give me joy, heart and confidence. And give 

me (thy) approval, which will become my destiny. Give me that 

which is good in this world and that which is good in the Hereafter 

and save me from the torment of the Fire. If Thou does not settle 

my affairs favourably in this night wherein the Angels and the 

Spirit descend therein, then which is the night when the delayed 

action will be taken in my case? Enable me to remember, thank, 

obey and sincerely worship Thee, in this night, and send blessings 

on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, "The best 

blessings" from Thee, O the Most Merciful, O the Unique, O 

eternally Independent, O Lord of Muhammad, today grow 

passionate for Muhammad and his pious children and wage war 

against their enemies to disperse them, track them down one after 

the other, do not leave off till there is not a single one from among 

them remains on the face of the earth, and do not ever, till 

eternity, spare them. O He Who is the best company! O He Who is 

the Ultimate reliance of the Prophets! Thou art the Most Merciful, 

the first before all, the original, like unto whom there is "no one", 

Everlasting, never neglectful, Everliving, never disappearing. Thou, 

every day, at all times, exercise (universal) power. Thou supported 
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Muhammad, helped him and distinguished him above all. I 

beseech Thee to help the executor and vicegerent of Muhammad, 

who is the justly appointed guardian, belonging to the closely 

united group of his successors, Thy blessings be on him and on all 

of them. Rush Thy support to them O "There is no god save Thou" 

for the sake of "there is no god save Thou." Send Thy blessings on 

Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad and keep me with 

them in this world and in the Hereafter and through thy mercy and 

kindness let my affairs take the final shape, O the Most Merciful. 

Likewise Thou refers to Thyself, O my Master, as kind and friendly, 

and indeed Thou art, so send blessings on Muhammad and on the 

children of Muhammad and show Thyself benevolent and 

favourable (to me) in whatever manner Thou wants. O Allah send 

blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad and 

provide me enough durable means to go for Hajj and Umrah in this 

year and to meet all my wants and needs of this world and the 

Hereafter.

 

Then say 3 times:

I seek forgiveness of Allah. I turn repentant unto Him. Verily my 

Lord is Nigh, Responsive. I seek forgiveness of Allah, my Lord, and 

I turn repentant unto Him. Verily my Lord is Merciful, Loving. I 

seek forgiveness of Allah, my Lord, and I turn repentant to Him. 

Verily He is Oft-Forgiving. O Allah forgive me. Verily Thou art the 

best of all mercifuls who show mercy. O Lord I transgressed and 

wronged myself, so forgive me. Verily no one can forgive sins 

except Thou. I seek forgiveness of Allah who is "There is no god 

save He", the Everliving, the Eternal, the most Lenient Indulgent, 

the Compassionate Forgiver of all sins, I turn repentant to Him, I 

seek Allah’s forgiveness.
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Then recite the following:

O Allah I beseech Thee to send blessings on Muhammad and on 

the children of Muhammad, and that which Thou has decided and 

made ready, through the unchallengeable commands, irrevocably, 

in the "Night of Qadr", is a decision as well as an execution which, 

neither can be changed nor kept in abeyance, so write down my 

name in the list of pilgrims who shall go to Thy "Sacred House" for 

Hajj, the pilgrims whose performance of Hajj is appreciated, their 

efforts cut off their link with the sins and atone for their 

wrongdoings. In this night please decide and make ready for me 

long life, enough means of livelihood, and it is my wish that I pay 

back my debts and things deposited with me as a trust. So be it, O 

Lord of the worlds. O Allah let happiness and freedom from care be 

my routine, and give me the daily bread from that which I can 

compute and also from that which I cannot measure, and protect 

me through that which I watch over myself and also through that 

which I cannot use for my safety, and send blessings on 

Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, and thoroughly 

keep them in peace.
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Dua'a No. 2
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Verily Allah and his Angels shower blessings on the Prophet. "O you who 

believe! Ask blessing on him and salute him with a worthy salutation." 

Here I am to obey Thee O my Lord, to find happiness and to glorify Thee. 

O Allah send blessing on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, 

and make Muhammad and his children happy as Thou blessed and made 

happy Ibrahim and children of Ibrahim, verily Thou art Owner of Praise, 

Owner of Glory. O Allah surround Muhammad and the children of 

Muhammad with Thy love and mercy as Thou loved and took care of 

Ibrahim and the children of Ibrahim. O Allah peace be on Muhammad and 

on the children of Muhammad as Thou declared "peace be unto Nooh 

among the peoples!" O Allah give grace to Muhammad as Thou gave grace 

to Moosa and Haroon. O Allah send blessings on Muhammad and on the 

children of Muhammad because through them Thou distinguished us. O 

Allah send blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad 

because through them Thou showed us the Right Path. O Allah send 

blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad and raise 

them up in a station Praised; the ancient and (there are) others found 

their position enviable. Peace be on Muhammad and on his children, each 

time when the sun rises or disappears. Peace be on Muhammad and on 

his children, each time the eye-lids press together or open wide. Peace be 

on Muhammad and on his children, each time when peace is said or 

mentioned. Peace be on Muhammad and on his children, as often as the 

Angels glorify Allah or sanctify Him. Peace be on Muhammad and on his 

children in the beginning, and peace be on Muhammad and on his children 

in the end, and peace be on Muhammad and his children in this world and 

in the Hereafter. O Allah, the Lord of the sacred city (Mecca) and the Lord 

of the "Rukn" (the corner of the Holy Kaa’bah where the ‘Black Stone" is 

lying) and "Maqaam" (the place in the Holy Kaa’bah where Prophet 

Ibrahim used to pray), and the Lord of the lawful and the unlawful, convey 
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our "Salaam" to Thy Prophet, Muhammad. O Allah, Muhammad has (as a 

prerogative given by Thee) beauty and brilliance, elegance and blooming 

freshness, joy and satisfaction, honour and dignity, enviable status, 

means to approach (Thee), position, authority, distinction, highest rank, 

and exclusive rights to recommend (our cases) before Thee on the Day of 

Resurrection. A peculiar and singular privilege shared by no other from 

among Thy creation Thou bestowed on Muhammad. The good that Thou 

gave to him has not been given to anyone, much more superior in number 

and power, countless, no one other than Thee can comprehend. O Allah 

send blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad, more 

pleasant, more pure, more meaningful, more prospering, and more 

excellent than Thou ever blessed with anyone from the beginning to the 

end, O the Most Merciful. O Allah send blessings on Ali, the Chief of the 

faithfuls, and be a friend of him who is the friend, be an opponent of him 

who is his opponent, and whoso takes part in acts of hostility against him 

may be severely punished. O Allah send blessings on Fatimah, the 

daughter of Thy Prophet, Muhammad (peace be on him and on his 

children), and whoso displeases him by hurting her may be severely 

punished. O Allah send blessings on Hasan and Husayn, the Leaders of the 

Muslims, and be a friend of him who is their friend, be an opponent of him 

who is their opponent, and whoso takes part in acts of hostility against 

them may be severely punished. O Allah send blessings on Ali son of 

Husayn, the Leader of Muslims and be a friend of him who is his friend, be 

an opponent of him who is his opponent and whoso does injustice to him 

may be severely punished. O Allah send blessings on Muhammad son of 

Ali, the Leader of the Muslims and be a friend of him who is his friend, be 

an opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso does injustice to him 

may be severely punished. O Allah send blessings on Jafar son of 

Muhammad, the Leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his 

friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso does 
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injustice to him may be severely punished. O Allah send blessings on 

Moosa son of Jafar, the Leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who 

is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso takes 

parts in acts of hostility against him may be severely punished. O Allah 

send blessings on Ali son of Moosaa, the Leader of the Muslims, and be a 

friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his 

opponent, and whoso acts infamously against him may be severely 

punished. O Allah send blessings on Muhammad son of Ali, the Leader of 

the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of 

him who is his opponent, and whoso does injustice to him may be 

severely punished. O Allah send blessings on Ali son of Muhammad, the 

Leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an 

opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso does injustice to him 

may be severely punished. O Allah send blessings on Hasan son of Ali, the 

Leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an 

opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso does injustice to him 

may be severely punished. O Allah send blessings on the Successor, who 

came after, the Leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his 

friend, be and opponent of him who is his opponent, and please send him 

back as soon as possible in this world. O Allah send blessings on the off-

spring of Thy Prophet. O Allah let the successors of Thy Prophet, from 

among his children, come, and O Allah firmly establish them in this world. 

O Allah let us follow, support and help them in their just cause, secretly 

and openly. O Allah investigate and claim retribution, requital, and return 

of their spilled blood on their behalf; and turn off from us and them and 

from all faithful men and women the rude power of evil (the tyrants, the 

insolent imposters and the blood-thirsty beasts) may inflict, (because) 

Thou alone can seize them by the fore-lock and punish them, verily Thou 

decisively set a warning example and conclusively inflict penalty.
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Then recite the following :

O my "Means" in my troubles! O my companion in my difficulties! O my 

Guardian in my happiness! O the Ultimate of my inclinations! Thou covers 

up my shortcomings affords security in the event of crisis and fearful 

disasters, therefore, overlook my transgression. O the Most Merciful.

 

Then say :

O Allah I call on Thee about the troubles which can not be driven off by 

anyone, other than Thee; about the kindness which does not come 

forward except from Thee; about the anguish which does not pass away 

unless be put to flight by Thee; about the affection which does not grow 

intense unless Thou give reins to it; about the wants and needs which 

remain unfulfilled unless Thou satisfies them. O Allah, so, as it was Thy 

pleasure that Thou allowed me to make a request to treat me mercifully 

on account of Thy glory I repeat frequently, then but O my Master it must 

surely have been Thy intention that what I ask for would be given, what I 

hope for would be made available in large quantity, of better quality, 

regularly, and would be kept safe from that which I avoid and run from 

unto Thee. May be I do not deserve to get Thy mercy, but certainly Thy 

mercy has the right to reach me and promote my cause. May be I am not 

entitled to satisfaction; but Thy generosity and kindness is able to 

encompass all things, therefore it will surely cover me also. O my Allah, O 

Compassionate, I beseech Thee in the name of Thy kindest disposition to 

send blessings on Muhammad and on his family, and remove my 

hardships, dispel my sorrows and troubles, have mercy on me through 

Thy mercy and keep me alive amidst Thy liberal bounties. Verily Thou art 

the Hearer of prayer, Nigh, Responsive.
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TRANSLITERATION OF RAMADHAN MONTH EVERYDAY DUA 1

ALLAAHUMMA HAAD’AA SHAHRU RAMAZ” AANAL LAD’EE ANZALTA FEEHIL QUR-AANA HUDAN LIN NAASI  WA BAYYINAATIN MINAL HUDAA WAL 

FURQAAN WA HAAD’AA SHAHRUS’-S’IYAAM WA HAAD’AA SHAHRUL INAABAH WA HAAD’AA SHAHRUL TAWBAH WA HAAD’AA SHAHRUL MAGFIRATI WAR 

RAH’MAH WA HAAD’AA SHAHRUL I’TQI MINAN NAARI WAL FAWZI BIL JANNAH WA HAAD’AA SHAHRUN FEEHI LAYLATUL QADRIL LATEE HIYA KHAYRUN 

MIN ALFI SHAHR ALLAAHUMMA FA-S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WA A-INNEE A’LAA S’IYAAMIHEE WA QIYAAMIHEE WA 

SALLIMHU LEE WA SALLIMNEE FEEHI WA A-I’NNEE A’LAYHI BI-AFZ” ALI A’WNIKA WA WAFFIQNEE FEEHI LI-T’AA-A’TIKA WA T’AA-A’TI RASOOLIKA  WA 

AWLIYAAA-IKA S’ALLALLAAHU A’LAYHIM WA FARRIGHNEE FEEHI LI-I’BAADATIKA WA DU-A’AA-IKA WA TILAAWATI KITAABIKA WA AA’-Z’IM LEE FEEHIL 

BARAKATA WA AH’SIN LEE FEEHIL A’AFIYATA WA AS’IH’H’A FEEHI BADANEE WA AWSIA’-FEEHI RIZQEE WAK-FINEE FEEHI MAA AHAMMANEE WAS-TAJIB 

FEEHI DU-A’A-EE WA BAALINGHNEE FEEHI RAJAAA-EE ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WA AD’HIB A’NNEE FEEHIN 

NU-A’ASA WAL KASALA WAS SAAMATA WAL FATRATA  WAL QASWATA WAL GHAFLATA WAL GHIRRATA WA JANNIBNEE FEEHIL I’LALA WAL ASQAAMA 

WAL HUMOOMA WAL AH’ZAANA WAL AA’-RAAZ”A WAL AMRAAZ”A WAL KHAT’AAYAA WAD’ D’UNOOBA WAS’- RIF A’NNEE FEEHIS SOO-A WAL FAH’-

SHAAA-A WAL JAHDA WAL BALAAA-A WAT TA-A’BA WAL A’NAAA-A INNAKA SAMEE-U’D DU-A’AA-I ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W AALI 

MUH’AMMAD WA A-I’D’NEE FEEHI MINASH SHAYT’AANIR RAJEEMI WA HAMZIHEE WA LAMZIHEE WA NAFTHIHEE WA NAFKHIHEE WA WASWASATIHEE 

WA TATHBEET’IHEE WA KAYDIHEE WA MAKRIHEE WA H’ABAA-ILIHEE WA KHUDA-I’HEE WA AMAANIYYIHEE  WA GHUROORIHEE WA FITNATIHEE WA 

SHARAKIHEE WA AH’ZAABIHEE WA ATBAA-I’HEE WA ASHYAA-I’HEE WA AWLIYAAA-IHEE WA SHURAKAAA-IHEE  WA JAMEE-I’MAKAA-IDIHEE 

ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WARZUQNAA QIYAAMAHOO WA S’IYAAMAHOO WA BULOOGHAL AMALI FEEHI WA 

FEE QIYAAMIHEE WASTIKMAALA MAA S’ABRAN WAH’-TISAABAN WA EEMAANAN WA YAQEENAN THUMMA TAQABBAL D’AALIKA MINNEE BIL AZ”-A’AFIL 

KATHEERATI WAL AJRILA’Z’EEM YAA RABBAL A’ALAMEEN ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WARZUQNEE AL-H’AJJA 

WAL U’MRAH WALIJTIHAADA WAL QUWWATA WAN NASHAAT’A WAL INAABATA WAT TAWBATA WAL QURBATA WAL KHAYRAL MAQBOOLA WAR 

RAGHBATA WAR RAHBATAWAT TAZ” ARRU –A’WAL KHUSHOO-A’WAR RIQQATA WAN NIYYATAS’ S’AADIQATA WA S’IDQA LIL-LISAANI WAL WAJALA 

MINKA WAR RAJAAA-A LAKA WAT TAWAKKULA A’LAYKA WATH THIQATA BIKA WAL WARA-A’A’N MUH’AARIMIKA MA-A’ S’AALIH’IL QAWLI WA 

MAQBOOLIS SA-E’E WA MARFOO-I’L A’MALI WA MUSTAJAABID DAA’-WATI WA LAA TAH’UL BAYNEE WA BAYNASHAY-IN MIND’AALIKABI-A’RAZ”IN WA 
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LAA MARAZ” IN WA LAA HAMMIN WA LAA GHAMMIN WA SUQMIN WA LAA GHAFLATIN WA LAANISYAANIN BAL BITTA-A’HUDI WAT TAH’AFFUZ’I LAKA 

WA FEEKA WAR RI-A’AYATI LI-H’AQQIKA WAL WAFAAA-A BI-A’H’DIKA WA WAA’-DIKA BI-RAH’MATIKA YAA ARH’AMAR RAAH’IMEENALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI 

A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W WA AALIMUH’AMMAD WAQSIM LEE FEEHI AFZ” ALA MAA TAQSIMUHOOLI-I’BAADIKAS’ S’AALIH’EENA WA AA’-T’INEE FEEHI AFZ” 

ALA MAA TUA’-T’IY AWLIYAAA-IKAL MUQARRABEENAMINAR RAH’MATI WAL MAGHFIRATI WAT TAH’ANNUNI WAL IJAABATI WAL A’FWI WAL 

MAGHFIRATID DAAA-IMATI WAL A’AFIYATA WAL MU-A’AFAATIWAL I’TQI MINAN NAARI WAL FAWZI BIL JANNATI WA KHAYRID DUNYAA WAL AAKHIRAH 

ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’WWA AALI MUH’AMMAD WAJ-A’L DU-A’AA-EE FEEHI ILAYKA WAAS’ILAN WA RAH’MATAKA WA KHAYRAKA 

ILAYYA FEEHI NAAZILANWA A’MALEE FEEHI MAQBOOLAN WA SAA’-EE FEEHI MASHKOORAN WA D’AMBEE FEEHI MAGHFOORAN H’ATTAA YAKOONA 

NAS’EEBEE FEEHIL AKTHARA WA H’AZ’Z’EE FEEHIL AWFAR ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WA WAFFIQNEE FEEHIL 

LI-LAYLATIL QADRI A’LAA AFZ” ALI H’AALIN TUH’IBBU AN YAKOONA A’LAYHAA AH’ADUN MIN AWLIYAAA-IKA WA ARZ” AAHAA LAKA THUMMAJ-A’LHAA 

LEEKHAYRAN MIN ALFI SHAHR WAR-ZUQNEE FEEHAA AFZ” ALA MAA RAZAQTA AH’ADAN MIMMAN BALAGHTAHOO IYYAAHAWA AKRAMTAHOO BIHAA 

WAJ-A’LNEE FEEHAA MIN U’TAQAAA-IKA MIN JAHANNAMA WA T’ULAQAAA-IKA MINAN NAARIWA SU-A’DAAA-I KHALQIKA BI-MAGHFIRATIKA WA 

RIZ”WAANIKA YAA ARH’AMAR RAAH’IMEEN ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAAMUH’AMMADIN’W WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WARZUQNAA FEE SHAHRINAA HAAD’AL 

JIDDA WAL IJTIHAADA WAL QUWWATA WANNASHAAT’A WA MAA TUH’IBBU WA TARZ”AA  ALLAAHUMAA RABBAL FAJRI WA LAYAALIN A’SHRIN 

WASHSHAF-I’WAL WATRI WA RABBA SHAHRI RAMAZ”AANA WA MAA ANZALTA FEEHI MINAL QUR-AANI WA RABBA JABRA-EELA WA MEEKAAA-EELA WA 

ISRAA-FEELA WA I’ZRAA-EEL WA JAMEE-I’L MALAAA-IKATIL MUQARRABEEN WA RABBA IBRAAHEEM WA ISMAA-E’EL WA IS-HAAQ WA YAA’-QOOB WA 

RABBA MOOSAAWA E’ESAA WA JAMEE-I’N NABIYYEEN WAL MURSALEEN WA RABBA MUH’AMMADIN KHATAMIN NABIYYEEN S’ALAWAATUKA A’LAYHI WA 

A’LAYHIM AJMA-E’EN WA AS-ALUKA BIH’AQQIKA A’LAYHIM WA BI-H’AQQIHIM A’LAYKA WA BI-H’AQQIKAL A’Z’EEM LAMMAA S’ALLAYTA A’LAYHI WA 

AALIHEE WA A’LAYHIM AJMA-E’EN WA NAZ’ ARTA ILAYYA NAZ’RATAN RAH’EEMATAN TARZ” AA BIHAA A’NNEE RIZ” AN LAA SAKHAT’A A’LAYYA BAA’-

DAHOO ABADAN WA AA’-T’AYTANEE JAMEE-A’SUWLEE WA RAGHBATEE WA UMNIYYATEE WA IRAADATEE WA S’ARAFTA A’NNEE MAA AKRAHU WA 

AH’D’ARU WA AKHAAFU A’LAA NAFSEE WA MAA LAA AKHAAFU WA A’N AHLEE WA MAALEE WA IKHWAANEE WA D’URRIYAATEE ALLAAHUMMA ILAYKA 

FARARNAA MIN D’UNOOBINAA FA-AAWINAA TAA-IBEENA WA TUB A’LAYNAA MUSTAGHFIREENA WAGHFIR LANAA MUTA- A’WWID’EENA WA A-I’D’NAA 

MUSTAJEEREENA WA AJIRNAA MUSTASLIMEENA WA LAA TAKHD’ULNAA RAAHIBEENA WA AAMINNAA RAAGHIBEENA WA SHAFFIA’-NAA SAA-ILEENA WA 

AA’-T’INAA INNAKA SAMEE-U’DDU-A’AA-I QAREEBUN MUJEEB ALLAAHUMMA ANTA RABBEE WA ANAA A’BDUKA WA AH’AQQU MAN SA-ALAL A’BDU 

RABBAHOO WA LAM YAS-ALIL I’BAADU MITHLAKA KARAMAN JOODAN YAA MAWZ”I-A’SHAKWAS SAAA-ILEEN WA YAA MUNTAHAA H’AAJATIR 

RAAGHIBEEN WA YAA GHIYAATHAL MUSTAGHEETHEEN WA YAA MUJEEBA DAA’-WATIL MUZ”T’ARREEN WA YAA MALJAA AL HAARIBEEN WA YAA 

S’AREEKHAL MUSTAS’RIKHEEN YAA RABBAL MUSTAZ”-A’FEEN YAA KAASHIFA KARABIL MAKROOBEEN YAA FAARIJA HAAMIL MAHMOOMEEN YAA 

KAASHIFAL KARBIL A’Z’EEM YAA ALLAAH YAA RAH’MAAN YAA RAH’EEM YAA AR’HAMAR RAAH’IMEEN S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W WA AALI 

MUH’AMMAD WAGHFIR LEE D’UNOOBEE WA U’YOOBEE WA ISAAA-ATI WA Z’ULMEE WA JURMEE WA ISRAAFEE A’LAA NAFSEE WARZUQNEE MIN FAZ” 

LIKA WA RAH’MATIKA FA-INNAHOO LAA YAMLIKUHAA GHAYRUKA WAA’-FU A’NNEE WAGHFIR LEE KULLA MAA SALAFA MIN D’UNOOBEE WAA’-S’IMNEE 

FEEMAA BAQIYA MIN U’MREE WASTUR A’LAYYA WA A’LAA WALIDAYYA WA WULADEE WA QARAABATEE WA AHLI H’UZAANATEE WA MAN KAANA MINNEE 
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BI-SABEELIN MINAL MOO-MINEEN WAL MOO-MINAATFID DUNYAA WAL AAKHIRAH FA-INNA D’AALIKA KULLAHU BI-YADIKA WA ANTA WAASI-U’L 

MAGHFIRAH FA-LAA TUKHAYYIBNEE YAA SAYYIDEE WA LAA TARUDDA DU-A’AA-EE WA LAA YADEE ILAA NAH’REE H’ATTAA TAF-ALA D’AALIKA BEE WA 

TASTAJEEBA LEE JAMEE-A’MAA SA-ALTUKA WA TAZEEDANEE MIN FAZ”LIKA FA-INNAKA A’LAA KULLI SHAY-IN QADEER WA NAH’NU ILAYKA 

RAAGHIBOON ALLAAHUMMA LAKAL ASMAAA-UL H’USNAA WAL AMTHAALUL U’LYAA WAL KIBRIYAA-U WAL AALAAA-U AS-ALUKA BISMIKA BISMILLAAHIR 

RAH’MAANIR RAH’EEM INKUNTA QAZ”AYTA FEE HAAD’IL LAYLATI TANAZZULAL MALAAA-IKATI WAR ROOH’I FEEHAA AN TUS’ALLIYA A’LAA 

MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WA AN TAJ-A’LA ISMEE FIS SU-A’DAAA-I WA ROOH’EE MA-A’SH SHUHADAAA-I WA IH’SAANEE FEE I’LLIYYEEN WA 

ISAAA-ATEE MAGHFOORATAN WA AN TAHABA LEE YAQEENAN TUBAASHIRU BIHEE QALBEE WA EEMAANAN LAA YASHOOBUHU SAKKUN WA RIZ”AN 

BIMAA QASAMTA LEE WA AATINEE FID DUNYAA H’ASANATAN WA FIL AAKHIRATI H’ASANATAN WA QANEE A’D’AABAN NAAR WA IN LAM TAKUN 

QAZ”AYTA FEE HAAD’IL LAYLATI TANAZZULAL MALAAA-IKATI WAR ROOH’I FEEHAA FA-AKHKHIRNEE ILAA D’AALIKA   WARZUQNEE FEEHAA D’IKRAKA 

WA SHUKRAKA WA T’AA-A’TAKA WA H’USNA I’BAADATIKA WA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD BI-AFZ” ALI S’ALAWAATIKA YAA 

ARH’AMAR RAAH’IMEEN YAA AH’ADU YAA S’AMADU YAA RABBA MUH’AMMAD IGH-Z”IBIL YAWMA LI-MUH’AMMADIN WA LI-ABRAARI I’TRATIHEE WAQ-

TUL AA’-DAA-AHUM BADADAN WA AH’S’IHIM A’DADAN WA LAA TADAA’-A’LAA Z’AHRIL ARZ”I MINHUM AH’ADAN WA LAA TAGHFIR LAHUM ABADAA   YAA 

H’ASANAS’S’UH’BATI YAA KHALEEFATAN NABIYYEEN ANTA ARH’AMUR RAAH’IMEENAL BADEEL-UL BADEE-U’L LAD’EE LAYSA KAMITHLIKA SHAY-UN WAD 

DAAA-IMU GHAYRUL GHAAFIL WAL H’AYYUL LAD’EE LAA YAMOOTU ANTA KULLA YAWMIN FEE SHAANIN ANTA KHALEEF ATU MUH’MMADIN WA NAAS’IRU 

MUH’AMMADIN WA MUFAZ”Z”ILU MUH’AMMAD   AS-ALUKA AN TANS’URA WAS’IYYA MUH’AMMADIN WA KHALEEFATA MUH’AMMADIN WAL QAAA-IMAL 

BIL QIST’ MIN AWS’IYAAA-I MUH’AMMAD S’ALAWAATUKA A’LAYHI WAA’LAYHIM IA’-T’IF A’LAYHIM NAS’RAKA YAA LAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA BIH’AQQI 

LAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD   WAJ-A’LNEE MA-A’HUM FID DUNYAA WAL AAKHIRAH WAJ-A’L A’AQIBATA 

AMREE ILAA GHUFRAANIKA WA RAH’MATIKA YAA ARH’AMAR RAAH’IMEEN WA KAD’AALIKA NASABTA NAFSAKA YAA SAYYIDEE BIL LAT’EEFI BALAA 

INNAKA LAT’EEF FA-S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALIMUH’AMMAD WAL-T’UF LIMA TASHAAA-U   ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN’W WA 

AALI MUH’AMMAD WARZUQNEE ALH’AJJA WAL U’MRAH FEE A’AMINAA HAAD’AA WA TAT’AWWAL A’LAYYA BI-JAMEE-I’H’AWAAA-IJEE LILAAKHIRATI WAD 

DUNYAA   ASTAGHFIRULLAAHA RABBEE WA ATOOBU ILAYHI INNA RABBEE QAREEBUN MUJEEB. ASTAGHFIRUL- LAAHA RABBEE WA ATOOBU ILAYHI 

INNA RABBEE RAH’EEMUN WADOOD. ASTAGHFIRULLAAHA RABBEE WA ATOOBU ILAYHI INNAHU KAANA GHAFFAARAA. ALLAAHUM-MAGH-FIR LEE 

INNAKA ARH’AMUR RAAH’IMEEN RABBI INNEE A’MILTU SOOO-AN WA Z’ALAMTU. NAFSEE FAGH-FIR LEE INNAHU LAA YAGHFIRUD’ D’UNOOBA ILLAA 

ANTAL. ASTAGHFIRUL- LAAHAL LAD’EE LAA ILAAHA ILLAA HUWAL H’AYYUL QAYOOMUL H’ALEEMUL A’Z’EEM UL KAREEMUL GHAFFAARU LID’ D’ANBIL 

A’Z’EEM WA ATOOBU ILAYHI. ASTAGHFIRULLAAHA INNALLAAHA KAANA GHAFOORAN RAH’EEMAA   ALLAAHUMMA INNEE AS-ALUKA AN TUS’ALLIYA 

A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WA AN TAJ-A’LA FEEMAA TAQZ”EE WA TUQADDIRU MINAL AMRIL A’Z’EEMIL MAH’TOOMI FEE LAYLATIL 

QADR MINAL QAZ”AAA-IL LAD’EE LAA YURADDU WA LAA YUBADDALU AN TAKTUBANEE MIN H’UJJAAJI BAYTIKAL H’ARAAMIL MABROORI H’AJJUHUMUL 

MASHKOORI SAA’-YUHUMUL MAGHFOORI D’UNOOBUHUMUL MUKAFFARI A’NHUM SAYYAATUHUM WA AN TAJ-A’LA FEEMAA TAQZ”EE WA TAQADDIRU AN 

TUT’EELA U’MREE WA TUWASSI-A’RIZQEE WA TU-ADDIYA A’NNEE AMAANATEE WA DAYNEE, AAMEEN.RABBAL A’ALAMEEN. ALLAAHUMMAJ-A’L LEE MIN 

AMREE FARAJAN WA MAKHRAJAA WAR-ZUQNEE MIN H’AYTHU AH’TASIBU WA MIN H’AYTHU LAA AH’TASIBU WAH’-RUSNEE MIN H’AYTHU AH’TARISU WA 
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MIN H’AYTHU LAA AH’TARISU WA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WA SALLIM KATHEERAA.
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